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Very best wishes for a happy holiday to you all – for those of you who are celebrating
Hanukkah tonight, have a wonderful time and to those of you who celebrate Christmas
next Friday, we wish you a very merry Christmas.
It has been a challenging 2020 for the Muswell Hill Primary School Community – thank
you for so diligently following our guidance and sending your children into school
regularly, for enabling them to learn remotely when needed, and for your
understanding when we have made changes to school arrangements. The positive
energy the children bring to school each day is uplifting. We are so grateful for your
messages of thanks and support; they really do raise our spirits.
We wish for a peaceful, healthy, and happy 2021 for everyone. Take care, stay safe
and see you on Tuesday 5 January 2021 at the normal staggered starting times!

Makaton Sign of the Week
Here is the YouTube link for the MAKATON
Sign of the Week video. The sign is
"Christmas".
https://youtu.be/ul9gkp4bJ8k

Christmas sign

Christmas symbol

Mandi’s message for the
Community
Please view at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=P-prU2x5dUE&feature=youtu.be
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Thank you from all the staff at Muswell Hill Primary
There were a few tears last night as we watched the ‘thank you’ video from the children
naming all the staff here at school. What a wonderful and incredibly thoughtful thing to
do – we know that two parents in particular were the creative forces behind the video
Ana and Sara – thank you SO MUCH. Thanks to ALL the parents/carers and children
involved – it was really appreciated by us all.

New School Logo Concept
Leila, a parent of two children in the school, has created a fantastic concept for the new school logo:
I have had in my head for a long time this logo idea. It came when I was sitting in and being inspired
listening to your (Mandi’s) presentation of your vision for the school.
But I imagined listening to you this logo representing a graduating year six child of your vision. One
who has integrated into their whole the five pillars from your vision.
One who has developed a strong foundation for which to
build on in their educational years ahead, but according to the
unique pathways available for each child’s growth and
confidence and individuality. It felt important that the logo be
on the edge of abstraction yet it’s the resonance of a
confident, hand held high, joyful, prepared child with a circular
whole backing representing the pillars and at the same time
the integration of those pillars into the child’s individual
field. And the purpose of abstraction being that while the goal
is the same for each child, that the way the child might colour
it in would be as unique as them! Thus, a strong foundation every child gleans from their education at
MHPS, built on the freedom of possibility to integrate that foundation offered in your vision that sees
the uniqueness and essence of each child.
About colour...I wanted it to feel like a colouring in book. While the logo represents every child—how
a child colours in their educational journey is unique to them.
We are going to post this on Seesaw and children are invited to use this as a base and possibly
expand or add their own ideas or colours to it and then we will review and consider where we might
go with this. Huge thanks to Leila for coming up with the concept.

Year 5 – Day dreaming Art Project

Toby has attached details of a Tate project below- this will also be posted on
Seesaw for your children to access over the holiday period.

Winter Festival of Light – Prime Holiday Viewing – a treat
Winter Festival of Light Parts 1 - 4.
https://youtu.be/lJF8MA771cI - part 1
https://youtu.be/KWasnhsfLoM- part 2
https://youtu.be/ApwcjkSWfEc - part 3
https://youtu.be/7QMPUt1Sgpw - part 4
Additionally, Cobalt Class link - Last Christmas with a farewell to Meabh.
https://youtu.be/gWCOBwYvijI - part 5
Y6 extended performances - School Alone - Amethyst Class and Scrooge Poetry Performance - Violet
Class
https://youtu.be/MgLd4mxO3OM
https://youtu.be/evz7Hg_YKC8
All teachers will be posting on SeeSaw and Tapestry today so you children can access in short bursts
of screen time.

Golden Learners of
the Week
RED CLASS – LUCY’S SHOUT OUTS
It was particularly difficult to choose our Golden Learners this week as I have been SO
impressed by all the children in Red class during our first week of remote learning. However,
I have chosen Edgar and Georgina, who have sent me so many lovely examples of home
learning on Tapestry - well done both of you!
RUBY CLASS – GRACE’S SHOUT OUTS
This week's Golden Learners in Ruby class are Layla and Imran. They are both hard-working,
patient, and enthusiastic! I would also like to give a shout out to the rest of Ruby class who
have all been a brilliant class to teach this term! Well done :-)
AMBER CLASS – TOBY’S SHOUT OUT
Amber Class have been so amazing it is difficult to choose, their resilience has shone through
despite everything, so well done to everyone. However, we have chosen Alex as our Golden
Learner this week due to the amount of home learning he has done on SeeSaw. Despite
having to work from home he has kept going and entertained us with lovely videos and voice
recordings and completed the tasks set for him, well done Alex.
ORANGE CLASS – JENI’S SHOUT OUT
I've chosen April as my Golden Learner this week. She has been building her resilience this
term and is developing skills to regulate her emotions. April is always ready and listening, no
matter what distractions may be around her. Well done April!
YELLOW CLASS – GEOFF’S SHOUT OUT
This week's Golden Learner is Jack who made a purposeful decision to improve his
handwriting in a single moment two weeks ago while writing a descriptive story. Since then,
he has consistently kept up his new and improved handwriting while at the same time
bringing lots of positive energy to the class as a whole. Well done, Jack!
GOLD CLASS – NATHAN’S SHOUT OUTS
My Golden Learners this week are Dylan and Hugo. Dylan has shown fantastic listening all
term, and is a great partner to work with. He was also very helpful when we were learning
about Dreidels. Hugo has also shown excellent listening and effort all term. He has also been
a very kind and patient partner, and he always tries to help people by explaining the learning.

GREEN CLASS – ROSI’S SHOUT OUTS
Green Class have taken to online learning brilliantly this week and I am so proud of all of their
hard work on Seesaw and seeing their cheeky smiles on Zoom. The two Golden Learners this
week are:
Mikey - For his outstanding efforts on Seesaw and striving to do his best in his home
learning. Keep it up Mikey!
Dexter - For his kind and considerate nature towards his classmates and his passion for using
Emil (a coding program) at any given opportunity; very proud of you Dexter!
EMERALD CLASS – LARA’S SHOUT OUT
Emerald Golden Learners this week are Yiannis and Olivia for their wonderful, enthusiastic
performances in our class Christmas song! Well done for your brilliant singing and dance
moves!!!
BLUE CLASS – RITU’S SHOUT OUTS
This week Blue Class have been exploring poetry in the form a haiku. The superstar Golden
Learners are Shane, Jade, Bethany and Guilherme for their fantastic winter haiku creations.
They demonstrated excellent teamwork, made super descriptive vocabulary choices and
showed lots of enthusiasm! Well done to you all.
SAPPHIRE CLASS – SOPHIE’S SHOUT OUTS
My Golden Learner for most improved effort this term is Sara. She has thrown herself into all
the values of Muswell Hill Primary School with such a wonderful enthusiasm and attitude,
rising to every challenge (including mastering Seesaw or introducing our Christmas Song) and
her resilience and creativity when it comes to learning and working with others has also been
so brilliant to watch. Well done Sara and here’s to another excellent term in the new year
Sapphire Class - I’m so proud of you all! :)
INDIGO CLASS – HADLEY’S SHOUT OUT
Indigo's Golden Learner this week is Noah, for being such a fabulous student whether in
school or at home. His work posted on Seesaw is of a consistently high standard and is
always clearly presented, too.
COBALT CLASS – MEABH’S SHOUT OUT
My Golden Learner this week goes to...Cobalt Class. You all transitioned seamlessly to online
learning in our last week of school. Although I know lots of children were disappointed not to
be together in school for the last week, you have persevered and shown such fantastic
resilience and enthusiasm for your lessons while at home. You have engaged with your
learning and attended zoom calls that don't always go to plan and done it all with a smile. You
have also shown such care for each other, helping each other out with tasks that people found
hard and checking in with your friends. I couldn't be prouder of the strength and flexibility
that you have shown this week! For that, I think everyone in Cobalt Class deserves to be our
final Golden Learners of 2020.

AMETHYST CLASS – JOSEPH’S SHOUT OUT
This week's Golden Big Brain for Amethyst is Max. Max is always doing the right thing and this
week is no different. However, I am giving this award to Max for his outstanding performance
in the Winter Show in which he displayed initiative, focus and talent. Well done, Max.
VIOLET CLASS – MURIEL’S SHOUT OUT
Go getter: determined and driven to reach her best.
Energy in bounds - you can't stop her in her tracks.
Optimist at heart, a real glass half full kind of girl.
Radiant demeanour always present.
Gift of the gab - a team player you want around.
Inquisitive nature, please never stop wondering!
A worthy Golden Learner through and though.
Georgia it is you!
Nativity artwork from Maya in Green Class

Christmas Lunch

